Monofilament pile weatherseal designed specifically for roll screens, bug seals, ventilating seals, and water movement

Ultrafab ultrasonically welds and assembles the fibers and backing into an integrated, unified assembly that will not break apart during fabrication or while in use.

ANGLE PILE WEATHERSEAL FEATURES:

- Pile holds screen material in place and becomes part of insect barrier
  - Monofilament strands lock into screen grid
  - Use with metal or fiber screen material
- High UV and compression set resistance
- Ultrafab’s exclusive “pile directors” ensure ease of insertion and superior long term performance
- Pile height and backing widths are always uniform because of Ultrafab’s unique woven manufacturing system
- Angle Pile’s state-of-the-art automated equipment reduces labor costs, increases throughput and reduces repetitive motion injuries
- **Pile Heights:** .180˝ (4.50mm) to .750˝ (19.05mm)
- **Pile Densities:** Custom
- **Pile Angles:** 45°, 60° or 75° angles; options include fin, gaps or double pile
- **Pile Placement:** Continuous or intermittent
- **Backing Options:** Standard T-slot or adhesive back
- **Backing Widths:** .187˝ (4.75mm) or .270˝ (6.86mm)
  - custom backing widths available
- **Materials:** Polypropylene or nylon
- **Colors:** Black, white, grey, and clear

Available with center fin; can combine pile and monofilaments fibers.